HARMAN TrueStream™ connectivity was created to deliver the best audio performance and
to enhance the overall listening experience of wireless audio devices. HARMAN TrueStream
connectivity optimises for Bluetooth® bandwidth, simpliﬁes device setup and enhances audiosignal processing to address the loss of audio quality from the compression of audio ﬁles.
So, what is HARMAN TrueStream connectivity? It’s a way of implanting Bluetooth technology
so that it delivers the best wireless audio to your device. Think of it as Bluetooth hi-fi.
What problem is TrueStream connectivity solving? Bluetooth technology is streaming audio
that compresses the source audio, which causes performance degradation. In addition, not all
Bluetooth-enabled devices are created equal since the technology has many optional features
that may not be present in your device. TrueStream connectivity includes features that are
designed to enhance the overall listening experience of wireless audio, including optimal
audio codec selection based on available bandwidth, connection setup and switching, as well
as audio-signal processing that addresses the loss of audio quality from compression.
What you get with the TrueStream name is the conﬁdence that your device will deliver the best
audio regardless of its wireless technology. TrueStream connectivity represents an investment
into audio-signal processing and acoustic technologies so that you can have a high-quality
experience. With TrueStream connectivity, you can enjoy the highest quality audio without
the wires.

HARMAN TrueStream connectivity also offers:

Multi-Device Memory

Bluetooth Wake-Up

Voice Feedback

An eight-device memory
allows you to store more
streaming devices than you
can with ordinary Bluetooth
technology. This means you
have to pair your device
only once.

With Harman TrueStream
connectivity, you get automatic
on-and-off for any Harman
Bluetooth-enabled device that
goes into standby. There’s
no need to hit the power
button, the wireless signal
does it for you.

Harman TrueStream voice
prompt delivers a clear,
human-voice interface that
helps you set up and interact
with your Bluetooth-enabled
Harman speaker.

Soon, HARMAN TrueStream technology will let you use multiple devices
and eventually multiple speakers for your home entertainment. As
Harman continues to develop TrueStream technology, each device that
has it will be updated as necessary, making each user experience the
best in class for Harman wireless devices.
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